This study examines saccade strategy in a novel task where observers actively search a display to find multiple targets in a limited time. Theory predicts that the relative merit of different saccade strategies depends on the prior probability of the target at a location: when the target prior is low and multipletarget trials are rare, making a saccade to the most likely target location is close to the optimal strategy, but when the target prior is high and multiple-target trials are frequent, selecting uncertain locations is more informative. The prior probability of the target was varied from 0.17 to 0.67 to determine whether observers adjusted their saccades strategies to maximize information. Observers actively searched a noisy display with six potential target locations. Each location had an independent probability of a target, so the number of targets in a trial ranged from 0 to 6. For all target priors ranging from low to high, a trialby-trial analysis of saccade strategy indicated that observers made saccades to the most likely target location more often than the most uncertain location. Fixating likely locations is efficient only when multiple targets are rare, as in the case of a low target prior, or in the case of the more standard single-target search task. Yet it is the preferred saccade strategy in all our conditions, even when multiple targets are frequent. These findings indicate that humans are far from ideal searchers in multiple-target search.
Introduction
How do we actively gather distributed visual information to plan a course of action? Consider everyday tasks such as crossing a busy street or sorting items on a messy desk. The steep decline of spatial resolution with eccentricity requires that the eyes move to potential target locations in the periphery to improve spatial resolution. In addition, timely action requires that eye movements gather information efficiently, so that appropriate choices and actions can be planned.
What are the principles that guide eye movement strategy in a common search task? One class of model is image-based and directs eye movements to ''salient'' points (Koch & Ullman, 1985) , where ''salient'' refers to distinctive features that are easily discriminated from their surroundings. Another class of model modulates the low-level salience map with top-down knowledge of the target and directs saccades to locations that best match the target (Findlay & Walker, 1999; Itti & Koch, 2001; Rao et al., 2002; Tavassoli et al., 2009; Zelinsky, 2008) . For single-target search, the strategy of selecting the most likely location (maximum a posteriori or MAP strategy) is a close approximation to the optimal strategy of selecting locations that maximize information about the target (Najemnik & Geisler, 2005) .
Here I use active search for multiple targets in noise as an approximation for complex information gathering in a cluttered environment. The optimal strategy for multiple-target search differs considerably from the typical search experiment using a single target. A simple extension of the MAP strategy to the case of multiple targets is to sequentially saccade to all likely locations. But if the display is too brief to examine all likely locations, what locations should be foveated first to produce the best accuracy? Here I use an information-theoretic approach (Lee & Yu, 2000; Legge, Klitz, & Tjan, 1997; Legge et al., 2002; Najemnik & Geisler, 2005 Renninger, Verghese, & Coughlan, 2007) that has been used to predict eye movements in more general information gathering tasks. Rather than maximizing information about a single target location (Najemnik & Geisler, 2005) , this model chooses the next fixation that maximizes the information across the entire display. This is equivalent to reducing global uncertainty about stimulus locations. Moving the eyes to reduce uncertainty is well suited to situations in which the observer is trying to gather information from multiple locations efficiently such as learning the distribution of spatial structure in a natural scene (Raj et al., 2005) , or the shape of a novel object (Renninger, Verghese, & Coughlan, 2007) .
The multiple-target task that I use is relevant to eye-movement strategies for efficient information gathering in the real world. Consider the difficult task of sorting plastic from mixed recyclables on a moving conveyor belt. The waste management operator needs to find not just one, but all the plastic items as they go by on the conveyor belt and remove them. The challenge is that the exact number of plastic items is unknown, that they vary from moment to moment and that they need to be detected and removed quickly. In my experiments, I approximate the plastic recycling task with a targets-in-noise task where the target is a string of vertically oriented dots among randomly placed noise dots (Fig. 1A) . Finding an unknown number of targets is a substantially different task than the standard single-target search. In the multiple-target case, each potential location has to be classified as target or noise, whereas in the single-target case, the search can be ended as soon as the target is found. However examining the single location most likely to contain the target says nothing about the presence or absence of the target at other locations. Instead information from each potential target location has to be acquired to find all the targets. If this is not feasible within the time constraints, what eye-movement strategy would be most efficient under these circumstances? Intuitively, it makes sense to use the limited time to focus on locations that are most uncertain and to ignore locations that are highly likely. In the next section I develop a model framework and an experimental paradigm to test this intuition. Before I introduce the task and the model, I would like to place my choice of stimulus in the context of other active visual search studies. Rigorous investigations of eye movements to single targets in noise have been done with a Gaussian, Gabor, or letter targets in white noise or 1/f noise Murray et al., 2003; Najemnik & Geisler, 2005) . White noise is spectrally uniform whereas 1/f noise simulates the fall-off of the amplitude spectrum of natural images with frequency. Here the targets are vertical strings of dots amidst noise made up of randomly positioned dots. I chose this configural target among discrete noise dots for two reasons. Firstly I am interested in the problem of clutter: how the visibility of targets of interest is affected by discrete entities that look like the target. Secondly, we have used this combination of targets in noise in a more traditional single-target visual search task and successfully predicted search performance at different noise levels (Verghese & McKee, 2004) .
The multiple-target search task used in this study is different from previous multi-target search tasks where the number of targets was varied and observers were asked to report if the number of targets exceeded a certain number, n (Horowitz & Wolfe, 2001; Takeda, 2004 ; see also Palmer, Verghese, & Pavel, 2000) , or to track multiple moving targets (Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988) . In this study the display is static and each potential target location has an independent probability of having a target present. The observer has to choose all target locations, which is equivalent to performing a yes-no discrimination at every potential target location. The vertical dot targets can occur at one or more of six locations that are equidistant from fixation. In the example in Fig. 1A there are two targets (at the 6 and 10 o'clock positions), but in general the number of targets in a trial can vary from 0 to 6. As in single target-search, the difficulty of detecting targets arises from chance configurations of noise dots that approximately align along the vertical, mimicking the target dots. We used three noise levels to manipulate the difficulty of detecting the target. This difficulty is compounded by the limited resolution available to the visual system in the periphery (Levi, Klein, & Aitsebaomo, 1985) , requiring that saccades be made to inspect locations more closely. Finally, the display is presented for a brief time. Therefore choosing fixation locations efficiently is crucial to an observer's ability to make accurate decisions. The following experiments examine performance in the multi-target search task in relation to model predictions. Experiment 1 compares observers' fixations to saccade strategies that choose the most likely locations or the most uncertain locations. Experiment 2 examines whether the traditional visibility map measured with a single target is appropriate for our experiments, or whether a multi-target visibility map is more relevant. Experiment 3 investigates whether practice with full feedback improves the efficiency of human saccades in this multi-target search task.
Methods

Observers
A total of seven observers (four females and three males) whose ages ranged from 23 to 48 years participated in this study. Five of the seven observers were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. All observers took part in the low-, medium-, and high-noise conditions with a target probability of 0.33. Four of these seven observers took part in additional sessions of the high-noise condition where the prior probability of the target was systematically manipulated. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and gave informed written consent to participate. The human subjects review committee of Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Institute approved the study.
Stimulus
The six possible target locations lay on an imaginary circle 3 deg from the fixation. In this spatial configuration, the stimuli were equally distant from each other as from fixation. Each location Fig. 1 . Stimulus. (A) A pictorial depiction of the target (a string of five vertically spaced dots) in randomly positioned noise. There were six potential target locations, 3°from fixation. In this example, targets are present at the 6 and 10 o'clock positions. (B) Sequence of frames in an actual trial. The first frame was on until the observer fixated the central dot and initiated the trial. The noisy display had a duration of 350, 700, or 1150 ms, varied across blocks. Each potential target location had an independent probability of having a target, so the number of targets in a trial varied from 0 to 6. The stimulus display was terminated with a response screen showing the six target locations, and observers were asked to choose target locations with a cursor.
had an independent probability of having the target. This prior probability of the target was varied across blocks and could take one of four values: 0.17, 0.33, 0.5, and 0.67. The actual number of targets on a trial varied from 0 to 6, but the frequency of targets increased with target prior from an average of 1 for a prior of 0.17 to an average of 4 for a target prior of 0.67.
The target was a vertical string of five dots with an inter-dot spacing of 0.5 deg. The noise was made up of dots that were randomly located in the display that subtended 6 deg in radius. There were three levels of noise-low, moderate, and high, corresponding to 96, 192 and 384 noise dots respectively within the stimulus area. The analysis in this paper is restricted to the highest noise level, as it produced the most saccades.
The actual stimulus sequence is depicted in Fig. 1B , where each trial started with a fixation display that marked the potential locations of the targets. Observers were required to fixate the central mark and initiate the trial when ready. The fixation screen was followed by a brief stimulus presentation, and the trial ended with a response screen where observers selected all target locations manually with a mouse. They clicked the central fixation marker when they were done and received feedback as to whether they had correctly detected all target locations. The error feedback did not provide information as to whether the error was due to misses and/or false alarms. The duration of the stimulus presentation lasted 350, 750 or 1150 ms to allow observers to make approximately 1, 2 or 3 eye movements.
Visibility map
The visibility map was measured by putting up a single target at various locations from the fixation point and measuring target visibility at this location (see Najemnik & Geisler, 2005) . As a first approximation, the visibility map was generated by varying target position along the horizontal meridian and assuming isotropic Fig. 2 . Stages of the model. (A) Before the trial begins, the prior knowledge of a target at a location is equal to the prior probability. All locations have the same prior probability of target, which is 0.33 in this example. (B) In the measurement and likelihood stages, the potential target locations are sampled with vertically oriented filters, and these measured responses are used to calculate the likelihood of target and noise at each location. (C) The likelihood maps are multiplied by the prior to update knowledge at every location. In this example the updated map at 6 o'clock has the maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability for containing a target, whereas the updated map at 10 o'clock has equal posterior probabilities of target and noise and thus the greatest entropy (uncertainty).
visibility. To get a more realistic measure of the visibility in the multiple-target search task, I used a display with 6 potential target locations in Experiment 2 and a post-cue to select a single target location. The fixation point was moved (across blocks) to various locations across the display. At the end of the display (200 ms to minimize eye movements), one of the six locations was cued and observers were asked to respond about the presence or absence of the target at this location. The important point to note is that the observer did not know which location would be cued and therefore had to attend to all locations to the best of his/her ability.
Eye movements
Horizontal and vertical eye movements were measured with an EyeLink 1000 eye tracker. The observer's head was stabilized with a chin and forehead rest. In our analysis, a location was considered to be fixated if a saccade landed within 1.5°of its center, and if the saccade had a minimum dwell time of at least 50 ms. Trials with a display duration of 350 ms generated very few saccades and no fixations, so eye movement data for this duration are not reported.
Because observers typically make about three eye movements in 1 s, it is unlikely that they were able to overtly scan all six locations even at the longest duration of 1150 ms. Saccade end-points were analyzed as a function of stimulus duration and compared to the predictions of the three models where saccade targets are selected on the basis of entropy, maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability, or randomly. The entropy strategy corresponds to directing saccades to uncertain locations whereas the MAP strategy corresponds to making saccades to locations most likely to have the target. This comparison was repeated for different prior probabilities of target, as the target prior determined the relative efficiencies of the MAP or entropy strategy (see Fig. 3 ). The MAP strategy has been extensively documented in previous studies Najemnik & Geisler, 2005; Zhang & Eckstein, 2010) . Here I develop the entropy model in relation to the multiple-target search task.
Model
The entropy model is based on a sequential information maximization principle, which asserts that observers choose to fixate locations that reduce the overall uncertainty about the stimulus. By choosing such locations, the observer can expect to maximize the amount of information obtained in one additional fixation. In the case of finding an unknown number of targets in clutter, the relevant measure is the uncertainty about the presence or absence of a target at a location. This uncertainty is captured by an entropy map derived from a probabilistic model of the stimulus, which is described next.
The stimulus consists of n possible locations for targets, indexed by i = 1,2,. . ., n. (here n represents the six possible target locations.) The variable x i denotes the presence or absence of a target at location i, and can assume two possible values: x i = T means a target is present and x i = N means it is absent. The goal of the search task is to determine the value of x i for every location i. Evidence for the presence or absence of a target at a location is modeled by the responses of oriented filters that tile the entire image. The scale of the filter maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio at the particular noise density (see Verghese & McKee, 2004) . The effect of eccentricity is captured through the visibility map that scales the filter output by the square of the visibility at that eccentricity (Najemnik & Geisler, 2005) . The filter response at location i, denoted r i, tends to be high when a target is present and low when no target is present. Variations in the filter response occur because of the unpredictability of the number and configuration of noise dots in the receptive field of the filter.
Prior knowledge
The first panel of Fig. 2 represents prior knowledge about the stimulus. The model posits a prior probability for the presence of a target at each location, which is the probability of the target being present before considering the evidence of the filter response. The prior probability P(x i ) satisfies the condition P(x i = T) + P(x i = N) = 1. In my experiments, the prior probability of targets at each location was varied from 0.16 to 0.67. Fig. 2A depicts a prior probability of 1/3 for the target and 2/3 for the noise.
Measurement
When a trial begins, the visual system samples the display with an orientation-selective filter. Fig. 2B (below the graph) depicts the filter overlying a target and a noise-only location. The filter is a vertically oriented Gabor with an aspect ratio of 3, with a standard deviation of 1.7 times the target dot spacing in the vertical direction. We have shown previously that an oriented filter at this scale maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio, and that it does an excellent job of modeling the visibility of the five-dot target, particularly at high noise densities, where the noise in the displays swamps the internal noise of the observer (Verghese & McKee, 2004) .
Likelihood
The likelihood of target and noise was computed from the measured responses. Filter response r i was modeled probabilistically in terms of conditional probability distributions which express the likelihood of obtaining a particular response given the presence or absence of the target in the receptive field (following work on edge detection by Geman and Jedynak (1996) and Konishi et al. (2003) ). The likelihood distributions also depend on the eccentricity E of location i relative to the fixation location since the visibility of the target depends on E. Thus P(r i |x i = T, E i ) represents the distribution of filter responses at point i at eccentricity E i when a target is present and P(r i |x i = N, E i ) for the distribution of filter responses at that point when there is no target. This is calculated by comparing the local response at a location to the probability distribution of response strength for target and noise. The graph of Fig 2B shows the likelihood distribution of filter responses given target and noise, measured over 1000 trials, at an eccentricity of 3°.
Updated knowledge and entropy maps
After the measurement stage, knowledge about stimulus probability at each location is updated and used to compute an entropy map to represent uncertainty with respect to the task. The information from the prior and the likelihood is combined using Bayes rule (Rice, 1995) into a posterior distribution: P(x i |r i ,E i ) = P(r i |x i ,E i )-P(x i )/P(r i |E i ). We can express the posterior probability of the target being present as:
where Z is a normalization factor. The posterior distribution reflects uncertainty about the presence or absence of the target. This uncertainty is quantified in terms of entropy, which is a measure of the uncertainty of a distribution. The entropy S of any distribution P(x) is defined as S ¼ ÀR x pðxÞ log pðxÞ. The flatter the distribution, the higher the entropy. Thus S attains a minimum of 0 in the case where P(x) is 1 at one value of x and 0 for every other value -i.e. when only one value of x is possible. The entropy map is a spatial map of the entropy across target locations. According to our sequential information maximization principle, regions that minimize the overall entropy of the display are most worthy of further scrutiny. This is the ideal searcher model that has been described previously (Legge, Klitz, & Tjan, 1997; Legge et al., 2002; Najemnik & Geisler, 2009) . As this is a computationally intensive calculation, Najemnik and Geisler (2009) have suggested a more biologically plausible implementation that predicts the fixation location that maximizes the expected information gain. For single-target search this location is given by the maximum of the posterior probability map convolved with the square of the visibility map. In the multi-target paradigm, I adopt a simplification to the optimal strategy of minimizing the overall entropy of the display. Specifically, I select the local region of the entropy map with the highest entropy (most uncertainty).
1 Given the updated probabilities in Fig. 2C , the target position at 10 o'clock has the highest uncertainty (max entropy) because target and noise are equally likely, whereas the position at 6 o'clock has the highest posterior probability (MAP) of having the target.
Successive fixations
Once a new fixation location is chosen, the visual system acquires new information, which causes the posterior to be updated. If the visual information is assumed to be statistically independent from one fixation to the next, then the likelihood for each fixation is multiplied together in the expression for the posterior.
The experimental paradigm allows several simplifications of the model. Because the targets occur only at specified locations at a fixed eccentricity the measurement stage need only sample potential target locations, and because target orientation is known, local vertically oriented filters can be used that are selective for the target. In addition, the presence of noise in the display and the spacing between target locations ensures that detector responses from neighboring locations are uncorrelated. Finally, because the target occurs independently at each location, the model uses only local responses and probabilities to make a decision.
In Experiment 1, a further simplification is made regarding the updating of visibility following successive fixations. Because the targets are all equally distant from the initial fixation marker, and equally distant from each other, it is assumed that a saccade 1 It is also possible that observers use a ''soft-max'' rule that favors fixating the average location of multiple high entropy regions (Rao et al., 2002; Zelinsky, 2008) over the single location of maximum entropy.
to one location does not improve the visibility at locations other than the saccade goal. Therefore the visibility of non-saccade locations is not updated with successive fixations in the modeling of Experiment 1. This assumption is justified by the observation that a majority of observer fixations landed at or near target locations rather than between them (Fig. 6 ). For the predictions in Experiment 2, the visibility at all locations was updated after each saccade, taking into account the exact eccentricity of the fixation locus from each potential target location.
Fixation strategies
When viewing time is limited, the accuracy of finding all the target locations varies depending on the number of saccades executed and on the fixation strategy employed. I compare three fixation strategies: random, likely and entropy. The random strategy chooses all potential target locations with equal probability, while the likely strategy chooses locations that are most likely to have the target after the measurement and updating stages (maximum a posteriori or MAP). In our task these are locations that produce the largest responses to vertical filters selective for the signal. The likely strategy has also been referred to as the saccadic-targeting model Rao et al., 2002; Zhang & Eckstein, 2010) . The entropy strategy chooses those locations that are neither likely target nor noise, i.e., those locations that have the highest uncertainty. For all strategies, once a potential target location is fixated, the model assumes that it can be identified accurately as target or noise. When a location is not fixated, a decision about signal presence/absence is made based on that location's discriminability at the fixation location closest to it.
Results
Experiment 1: Saccade strategy under different target priors
Four observers participated in Experiment 1, where they actively searched for multiple targets at two noise levels, at each of four target priors. The two lower noise levels did not generate any saccades, so the analysis was restricted to the highest noise level. At this noise level performance was measured at each of three durations: 350, 700, and 1150 ms. Both saccades and accuracy were measured and compared trial-by-trial to model predictions. Fig. 3 compares saccade strategy to model predictions, and Fig. 4 compares saccade strategy to decisions. Fig. 3A plots the model predictions for each of three saccade strategies: random, likely and entropy. The panels from left to right compare the models for increasing prior target probability from 0.17 to 0.67. Each panel shows the proportion of trials in which the model identified all target locations correctly. This proportion correct is plotted as a function of the number of saccades, for the three different simulated fixation strategies. To generate the predictions, I started with the filter responses at each potential target location and estimated the likelihood of the response conditioned on target, and on noise. The likelihood was multiplied by the prior to yield the posterior probability (updated knowledge at each location). The location with the highest probability was the MAP location and the location with a log posterior ratio closest to 0 was the most uncertain location (near equal posterior probability of target and noise). The saccade was directed to the most likely or the most uncertain location depending on the fixation strategy. For the random strategy, fixation locations were selected at random. For all strategies, once a potential target location was fixated, the model assumed that it could be identified accurately as target or noise. Thus fixated locations were not revisited.
All models perform similarly when none of the locations are fixated (points corresponding to 0 saccades in Fig 3A) . For an intermediate number of fixations, the performance of the models depends on the target prior. When the prior probability of the target is 0.17 and targets are relatively rare, the entropy and MAP strategy are comparable and better than a random strategy. As the prior probability of the target increases, the MAP strategy becomes increasingly worse. When the target prior is 0.67 and targets are frequent, the MAP strategy produces fewer correct trials than even the random strategy. This is because fixating likely target locations when there are multiple targets, says nothing about the uncertain locations. On the other hand, the entropy strategy does well regardless of target prior. Selecting uncertain locations increases the probability of correctly classifying all locations, particularly when display duration permits saccades only to a subset of the locations. Thus it appears that observers under time pressure will perform best using an entropy-based strategy.
I performed a trial-by-trial comparison of observer saccades and model predictions. Actual saccade endpoints for individual observers were compared to the locations predicted by the model. As human fixations tended to be hypometric (fall short of the target), I considered saccades that land within 1.5°of a potential target location as selecting that target location. I disregarded saccade order when I compared human data with predicted model strategy, because very few first saccades went to the most likely or most uncertain location. Instead I examined whether any of the saccades in a trial went to more likely or more uncertain locations. Specifically, if the observer made n saccades on a trial, I compared these saccades to the top n locations predicted by the model strategy. Similarly for the ''random'' prediction, I selected n locations out of the six possible target locations on each trial. To avoid sampling bias in the random prediction I simulated 1000 trials where n locations were randomly selected. The number of ''random'' saccades in a trial was the average number of observer saccades that matched these randomly selected locations. If a saccade was consistent with more than one model prediction (e.g. MAP and entropy) it was counted in favor of all the models. Fig. 3B shows data averaged across four observers (two naive) for the highest noise level. The prior probability increases across panels from left to right. The proportion of observer saccades consistent with each model (on a trial-by-trail basis) is plotted as a function of display duration. There are no data for the shortest duration (350 ms) as no fixations exceeding 50 ms were recorded for this duration. Observers made a similar number of MAP and entropy saccades when the target prior was low (p = 0.17). As the target prior increased, the proportion of MAP saccades stayed somewhat constant, but the proportion of entropy saccades decreased. A comparison of these data to the predictions of Fig. 3A shows that the observed saccade strategy is exactly the opposite of the model prediction. Humans select MAP locations even though this strategy is increasingly inefficient as target prior increases, becoming worse than a random strategy for a target prior of 0.67 (Fig 3A rightmost panel) .
To determine whether observers' saccade strategy affect their decision choices I analyzed the proportion of trials where they correctly detected the presence/absence of a target at each of the 6 locations, i.e., they correctly chose all the target locations in a trial and did not choose noise locations. This analysis was done as a function of duration, for the different target priors. These data were obtained from the response choices at the end of each trial. The measured proportion correct was corrected for guessing. Fig. 4A shows that decisions are most accurate when the target prior is low and the target is rare (darkest line). Accuracy declines with increasing prior probability of target (shown by lines of increasing lightness). Fig 4B plots the proportion detected vs. the proportion of entropy saccades for each target prior from Fig 3B, along with 95% confidence intervals. The eight data points represent the four target priors and two display durations (700 and 1150 ms). The error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals. The straight line of slope 1 that passes through the origin represents where the points would lie if the true probability of detection were perfectly correlated with the proportion of entropy saccades. All points have at least one set of error bars that span this unit-slope line, while five of the eight points have both sets of error bars spanning this line. To determine whether such a high correlation exists between accuracy and MAP saccades, Fig 4C plots proportion detected as a function of the proportion of MAP saccades. Only four of the eight points have error bars that span the line. Of these only two points have both sets of error bars that span the line and these are the points that correspond to a target prior of 0.17, where the MAP strategy produces accuracy comparable to the entropy strategy. Thus it is the proportion of entropy saccades that is clearly better correlated with accuracy, across target priors.
Saccade timing
The first saccade was initiated after an average latency of 292 ± 17 ms following the appearance of the stimulus display, which is much longer than the $200 ms latency of the first saccade in visual search for a single target in noise Caspi, Beutter, & Eckstein, 2004) . The latencies of 2nd and 3rd saccades, when they occurred were 242 ± 10 ms, and 246 ± 6 ms, respectively, both significantly shorter than the latency to the first saccade (p < 0.01, paired t-test, n = 7). These latencies, although longer than typical saccade latencies in other studies, suggest that subsequent saccades were not as well planned as the first saccade and raises the possibility that observers may have programmed a sequence of saccades at the start of the trial.
Experiment 2: Global information maximization and visibility maps
Why are model predictions and observer saccade strategies mismatched? It is possible that I have incorrectly assumed that Fig. 5A and B, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) observers use the simpler local-entropy calculation instead of the more computationally demanding global-entropy calculation. In this case saccades would land at locations that minimize the global entropy across the display, typically towards the center of the display or between two uncertain regions, and not at potential target locations. If this were the case, I could have undercounted entropy saccades. To examine this possibility I compared observers' actual saccade locations with the locations predicted by the global model. I performed the comparison by implementing the ideal model with the two kinds of visibility map that I measured.
The visibility map in Fig. 5A was produced by putting up a single target at various locations from the fixation point, along the horizontal meridian, and measuring target visibility (see upper part for location of fixation points relative to the target). The map in Fig. 5A was generated by assuming isotropic visibility, which is a reasonable first approximation, but incorrect in detail. However, in the real world (and as recreated in the multiple-target search task) attention must be divided over multiple locations, producing a markedly different visibility map.
To get a more realistic measure of the visibility in our task, I used the display with six potential target locations and a postcue to select a single target location. The fixation point was moved (across blocks) to various locations across the display. The upper part of Fig. 5B shows the different fixation points relative to the six target positions. At the end of the display (200 ms to minimize eye movements), one of the six locations was cued and observers were asked to respond about the presence or absence of the target at this location. The important point to note is that the observer did not know which location would be cued and therefore had to attend to all locations to the best of his/her ability. Fig. 5B indicates that the visibility map measured for six target locations simultaneously shows poorer visibility than that measured with attention focused on a single target (Fig. 5A) . The highest visibility region (d 0 > 3) is much smaller in the multi-target visibility map and it is not isotropic. Visibility is higher along the horizontal meridian and in the lower visual field. Similar maps were obtained with another observer (not shown). Fig. 6 compares the locations predicted by the global information maximization model (in cyan) with the actual observer fixations (black squares), excluding the first central fixation. The comparison of model and human is across the same set of 100 trials, and is shown for observer S1 for the case when target probability was p = 0.33. The big gray disks mark the potential target locations. Fig. 6A shows the prediction with the isotropic visibility map and indicates little overlap between observer saccades and the global model. Observer saccades tend to go toward the target locations and are hypometric whereas the global model places its fixations closer to the center, and in between target locations. The single-target isotropic visibility map has such good visibility into the periphery that information is gained by making small saccades from the center. The gross mismatch between the observer's saccades and the global entropy model suggests that the simple single-target visibility map is incorrect. Fig. 6B shows the predictions of the information maximization model with the multiple-target visibility map. Although the model has a similar pattern of fixations as the observers with fewer fixations in the center and a greater number of fixations close to the targets, there are important differences. The eccentricity of model fixations is greater than observer saccades, and they tend to land between target locations as compared to observer saccades. Moreover, the trial-by-trial match between observer and global model saccades is worse than the match for the MAP, local entropy or random model for this target prior. This suggests that unlike a previous study that showed that human fixations in an active search for a single target in are close to ideal and maximize the information gained with each fixation (Najemnik & Geisler, 2008) , fixations in a multi-target search task do not use a global information maximization strategy. Furthermore neither the isotropic visibility map nor the multi-target visibility map predicts observer saccades on a trial-by-trial basis.
Experiment 3: Can observers learn efficient saccade strategies?
Other studies have shown that observers do not always move their eyes efficiently to regions where maximum information can be gained (Araujo, Kowler, & Pavel, 2001; Hooge & Erkelens, 1998; Murray et al., 2003) . When passively viewing natural scenes, observers tend to move their eyes to the most salient regions in the display (Itti & Baldi, 2009; Itti & Koch, 2000; Parkhurst, Law, & Niebur, 2002) , which is an inefficient strategy for actively searching brief displays for multiple targets. In the single-target search experiments of Geisler (2005, 2009 ), the two observers came close to the ideal searcher in the number of saccades required to find the target and in the spatial distribution of these saccades. Perhaps less practiced observers, naïve to the predictions of the model are less efficient. Clearly our data on four observers show that observers (including the author) are far from efficient: they select likely locations even when this strategy is worse than selecting locations at random. This raises the question of whether saccade strategy is trainable. Perhaps observers can adapt their saccade strategy to maximize information about uncertain locations given sufficient training and information. To examine this I exposed observers to multiple sessions of training with full feedback and examined their saccade strategy post-training.
The data shown in Fig. 3 were collected with very simple feedback: a beep to indicate that the observer's choices were not completely correct. Recall that the observer had to select all the target locations at the end of the trial. The beep simply indicated an error; it did not specify whether it was due to one or more misses or false alarms, nor did it specify the locations that were misclassified. In this experiment I measured the effect of training with full feedback as well as information about uncertain locations. Before the display appeared, observers got a 600 ms preview of the potential locations, with numerals ranking the locations of the three most uncertain locations. After the display came on, observers had 1150 ms to scan the display, and then had to make their responses as before. Following the response screen, they received full feedback. They saw the display screen with their eye movement scan path superimposed as well as their choices for target location (see blue circles in Fig. 7A ). The actual target locations were shown with the target string highlighted. In this example, the observer responded that there was a target at all the three locations that he fixated, although the target was present at only two of these locations. Thus, complete information as to the uncertainty of the upcoming targets as well as full feedback about their saccades, decisions and accuracy was provided. I tested three observers with this paradigm (with a target prior of 0.33). They trained for three sessions with the full feedback and uncertainty information, and then were tested in a post-training session with simple feedback. Each training session had 500 trials. I examined whether full feedback and training improved the efficiency of their saccade strategy.
Fig . 7B and C shows data collected with three observers (one naive as to the purpose of the experiment). Fig 7B shows that all three observers improved their accuracy after training. I analyzed their saccades to determine whether they had indeed increased the proportion of saccades to uncertain locations. If this were true, then the ratio of Entropy to MAP saccades should be greater than 1 after training. Fig 7C shows that this is not the case. The saccade strategy of two observers was unchanged, and the strategy of the third observer showed a greater proportion of entropy saccades compared to pre-training, but this ratio still did not exceed 1. These data raise an interesting question: why does accuracy improve with training, but not saccade strategy? It is possible that the increased accuracy is due to an improved visibility map. Previous studies (Green & Bavelier, 2003) have shown that training with some tasks such as action video games increases the visibility at peripheral locations. As for the unchanged saccade strategy, it is possible that three training sessions are not sufficient to learn the benefit of selecting uncertain locations. The tendency to select likely locations may be due to a strong environmental prior favoring probable locations.
Discussion
From the early picture-viewing studies of Yarbus (1967) , to more recent studies examining fixations while navigating in a natural environment (e.g., Rothkopf, Ballard, & Hayhoe, 2007) , it is clear that eye movements in natural environments adapt to the demands of the task. In fact, studies by Geisler (2005, 2008) suggest that for some tasks saccade strategy is close to optimal, maximizing the information gained on each fixation. Their results were obtained in the context of actively searching for a single target, for which the information-maximization strategy and fixating the most likely target locations are nearly identical. This study introduces a new information-gathering task with multiple targets that distinguishes the two strategies. If saccade strategy is efficient and adaptable, saccades should target likely target locations when targets are rare and uncertain locations when targets are frequent. Our data indicate that at least for a multiple target detection task, human saccades are inefficient and do not incorporate top-down knowledge about the prior probability of the target. Instead saccades appear to select the most likely locations regardless of task demands.
Target statistics and saccade strategy
Observers continued to select likely locations over entropy locations across all values of target probability from rare to frequent. This is similar to other single-target search studies where observers tend to fixate locations that most resemble the target (Tavassoli et al., 2009 ). That they do not incorporate target statistics into their saccade strategy might seem to run counter to the studies of Liston and Stone (2008) who showed that saccades were biased toward the location where the target occurred more frequently, or to the location that was rewarded more frequently. However, it is important to note that their task required observers to saccade to a single target, i.e., the more likely target location, and were therefore MAP saccades. Thus it seems that observers can bias the weighting of MAP locations, but that they take much longer to learn to select uncertain locations. This study challenges the current scientific understanding that saccade strategies always adapt to the task at hand, and that selecting likely target locations is close to an optimal search strategy. The novel experimental paradigm presents a demanding search task in which fixating salient or likely target locations is no longer efficient for good perceptual performance. Instead saccades need to select uncertain locations to maximize accuracy.
Visibility maps
The visibility maps used in models of saccade planning are meant to capture the changes in information processing across eccentricities. In previous modeling work, the visibility map was either assumed to have a fall-off described by past empirical studies (e.g. Levi, Klein, & Aitsebaomo, 1985; Renninger, Verghese, & Coughlan, 2007) or measured with attention focused on a single target (Najemnik & Geisler, 2005) . I initially took a similar approach and measured the visibility of a single target along the horizontal axis. I then assumed isotropic visibility to create a 2-dimensional visibility map, which was incorporated into the information maximization model (ideal searcher) to generate fixation predictions. Incorporating these isotropic visibility maps into the model predictions in Experiment 2 shows clearly that observer fixations go much more toward the targets than the predicted fixations. This indicates that the visibility of multiple targets presented simultaneously is far worse than predicted by the isotropic single-target visibility map. To get a more realistic measure of the visibility in our task, I used the display with six potential target locations and a post-cue to select a single target location. Incorporating this multi-target visibility map into the ideal model predicted fixations that had a greater eccentricity than observer fixations, and tended to go between target locations rather than directly to them. While a trial-by-trial comparison of ideal and human saccades shows a very poor match, the ideal model allowed us to compare the overall distribution of human and model saccades. The model captured some features of human saccades-that they sometimes go in between targets. This is in contrast to the MAP and local entropy models that restrict their saccade predictions to the actual target locations.
Clearly neither the single-target nor the multi-target visibility maps explain human fixation distributions. There is a newly emerging debate surrounding visibility maps and whether we have conscious access to them during saccade planning (Zhang, Morvan, & Maloney, 2010) . Furthermore, it is not clear whether a static visibility map measured in the absence of eye movements, accounts for the visibility of targets when the eyes are executing a series of saccades.
The role of training and reward
It does not appear as if the tendency to saccade towards likely locations is modified by brief periods of training. After three blocks of training with full feedback, observers continue to saccade to likely locations, although their accuracy at reporting target locations is significantly improved. The improvements in performance after training may result from alterations in the ''visibility map'', as reported by other studies of peripheral visibility following video game training (Green & Bavelier, 2003; Green, Li, & Bavelier, 2009) .
Would performance have improved if observers were rewarded for making optimal saccades? A preliminary investigation of the effect of reward on saccade strategy showed no tendency to direct saccades more optimally to earn reward points (data not shown). The reward appeared as a single number after the trial and was based on points earned for hits and correct rejections and penalties for misses and false alarms. As described by earlier studies, I found no benefit of this non-competitive, non-monetary reward scheme (Navalpakkam, Koch, & Perona, 2009) .
The evidence for reward biasing saccade strategy is mixed. An elegant study by Navalpakkam et al. (2010) showed that saccade decisions could optimally combine salience and reward information. But unlike my experiments where saccades gather information for a later decision, the single saccade in Navalpakkam et al. (2010) was unhurried and reflected the observer's choice about the most valuable target. On the other hand, other studies show that saccades do not optimally incorporate reward contingencies (Strizke, Trommershauser, & Gegenfurtner, 2009; Ackermann & Landy, 2010) . For instance, the study by Strizke et al. (2009) showed that saccade-landing position was far from optimal when observers were asked to move their eyes to a rewarded target region while avoiding a nearby penalty region. But experiments using a similar paradigm showed that when saccades were binned by latency, slower saccades gave a higher weight to reward information (Schutz, Trommershäuser, & Gegenfertner, 2012) .
Timing of saccades
A related issue is whether saccades in the multi-target search task are executed before they are influenced by the demands of the task. In the Schutz, Trommershäuser, and Gegenfertner (2012) study mentioned above, shorter latency saccades were dominated by low-level salience, while only longer-latency saccades incorporated value, suggesting that it takes time to incorporate value into the saccade plan. Earlier work by Trommershäuser, Maloney, and Landy (2003) showed that when observers executed rapid finger points at the target rather than saccades, observers' finger landing positions reflected optimal decisions. Finger positions incorporated both the inherent noise in pointing and the reward/penalty structure of the task to maximize expected gain. However, when the experiment was repeated with eye movements (Strizke, et al., 2009) , observers' saccade landing positions were far less optimal. It is quite likely that the optimal performance in the pointing task is because pointing has a longer latency that saccades, and the difference in latency is critical perhaps because decisions about value have time to influence the action.
If a single longer latency saccade can reflect an optimal decision, would relieving the time pressure improve the efficiency of a set of sequential saccades? To examine this possibility, I ran a preliminary experiment where I increased the display duration to 2 s. In this variant of the experiment, observers dispensed with any trial-specific saccade plan. Instead, their eye movements typically started at one specific location and went sequentially around the circle, trying to inspect all six locations within the duration of the trial. While the tendency to scan all target locations with less stringent time constraints is an example of saccade strategy adapting to the task, it does not reflect increased efficiency. Observers did not show the expected pattern of more informative longer-latency saccades.
The cost of non-optimal saccades
Our data indicate that observers preferentially saccade to likely locations even under conditions when this strategy is inefficient. Perhaps this is because there is little evolutionary pressure to optimize saccades: saccades are faster and cheaper in terms of energy expended than either head turns or limb movements. The tendency to select likely locations may be due to a strong environmental prior favoring probable locations, and the visual system may have evolved to prioritize such locations. Furthermore, electrophysiological studies suggest a cortical basis for MAP saccades: several areas of the frontoparietal attention network, including the frontal eye-fields and the lateral intra-parietal sulcus combine a map of image saliency along with top-down knowledge of the target, to create a map that preferentially weights likely target locations (Bisley & Goldberg, 2010; Thompson & Bichot, 2005) .
Conclusion
The current scientific understanding is that saccades are guided by both bottom-up image based factors, as well as by top-down knowledge, and therefore adapt to the requirements of the task. In fact earlier studies have shown that when searching for a single target humans direct their eyes toward the most likely locations, which is close to the most informative search strategy for this task. Here I show that when searching for multiple targets under time pressure, eye movements deviate considerably from the most informative locations. An efficient search strategy in this case is to direct eye movements towards uncertain locations. Our data indicate that at least for a multiple target detection task, human saccades are neither efficient nor do they adapt to the demands of the task. Instead saccades appear to select the most likely locations regardless of task demands. Perhaps this is because there is little evolutionary pressure to optimize saccades: saccades are faster and cheaper in terms of energy expended than either head turns or limb movements. The tendency to select likely locations may be due to a strong environmental prior favoring probable locations, and the visual system may have evolved to prioritize such locations.
